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I was glad to hear all had gone ok with her talking to the ass of an upcoming Alpha, and her ex.

But hearing the things he said to her infuriated me, I was so close to jumping in my car and

driving over there to rip his throat out for even talking to her that way!

But talking to her had calmed me, and hearing she had been scared about going back to pack

bothered me, so I realised causing additional issues for her was the last thing she needed. I needed

to keep in the background and work on the plan we already had in place to get her into our pack in

due course.

I knew that if it came to it that Logan was unlikely to let Lilah go without a fight, the only way

she would be allowed to leave that pack would be with a mate, and from what I could gather she

had no interest in finding her mate right now, I doubted that fool would allow her to transfer packs

like some Alphas allowed, despite her friend being here and despite the fact she had a job here too

now.

But we would see, but I knew something I would be willing to fight to protect her if needed, and I

knew my friends would do the same if needed too, they all wanted to help her as much as I did.

Of course, fighting would be my last option, as an Alpha I had to be sensible, our pack had been

peaceful for decades, only having the occasional issue with rogue wolves, and that I was happy

with, so certainly didn’t want to be causing a war between my pack and another.

I hoped if needed speaking to her father about the distress she was suffering with and her

happiness being important here would be a good approach, but like I said we would see where

things went.

Thankfully the agreement with Alpha Grayson still stood despite his son trying to void it, and

Lilah was able to continue to come into the offices to help, she alternated between coming into the

main office to work, or she would come to the offices in our pack house to work there on business

things. I had arranged for her to have her own laptop, phone and email linked to the business, as

we were impressed with her work, she was making a big difference with setting up the new

software alongside Jake, and had lots of ideas for both sides of the business.

Indie’s idea to have her come and work for us was definitely a good one, one we were certainly

grateful for and one that would benefit our businesses. Indie loved that her friend was working at

the pack house for some of the week, and would often drop in with drinks and lunches for us all.

Though from what I understood she was working more on her artwork, looking to set up an online

store, which I am glad to hear as I know that is something Lilah was encouraging her to do, but

her former Alpha was reluctant to allow her. Her artwork deserved to be seen, so I had no issue

with her selling it, and had spoken with Dan about potentially setting up a small store for her in

town near the offices for her to sell it in, as we wanted to look for a small property letting store

too so could have the two nearby.

Lilah was so different in work, so confident when dealing with business matters, the Robertson

deal had gone through, and so far was looking to be successful, she had chased up a number of

other potential dead deals and convinced them back with the new slightly adapted deals which in

some ways were better for us, she just had a way with her words, and the people she spoke to

seem to warm to her, she was able to give information on the software we were using now and the

planned developments to the business from it, which was good at snaring potential clients.

She had sat with Jake and Manuel on a number of occasions unbeknown to me talking about the

new business studies she’d been reading and researching, it seemed she was keeping herself up to

date on what could benefit both companies, which was going above and beyond what I had

expected of her. But man did I appreciate everything she was doing.
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